
ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

KINDERGARTEN – READING

WORD ANALYSIS, FLUENCY AND SYSTEMATIC VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT
• 1.0 Students know about letters, words, and sounds.  They apply this knowledge to read simple sentences.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK
Concepts About Print:
K.1.2   Follow words from left to right and top to
           bottom of a printed page.

K.1.4   Recognize that sentences in print are made
           up of separate words

K.1.6  Recognize and name all uppercase and
         lower case letters of the alphabet.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a book, (name)
will follow words from left to right and top to bottom
on a printed page with ___% accuracy in ___ of ___
trials as measured by teacher-charted
observation/data.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a sentence,
(name) will recognize that sentences are made up
of words with ___% accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as
measured by student work samples/teacher-charted
observation/data.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given lower and
upper case letters, (name) will identify letters with
___% accuracy in __ consecutive trials as
measured by teacher-made tests/teacher-charted
observation.

1. By (date), when given a book with one line
entries, (name) will follow words from left to
right of a printed page with ___% accuracy in
___ of ___ trials as measured by teacher-
charted observation/data.

2. By (date), when given a book with no more than
two line entries per page, (name) will follow
words from left to right and top to bottom of a
printed page with ___% accuracy in ___ of ___
trials as measured by teacher-charted
observation/data.

1. By (date),when given cards showing sentences
and single words, (name) will sort the cards,
separating those that contain only words from
the sentences cards with ___% accuracy in ___
of ___ trials as measured by student work
samples/teacher-charted observation/data.

2. By (date), when given a sentence, (name) will
       state the number of words in the sentence with
       ___% accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as
       measured by student work samples/teacher-
       charted observation/data.

1. By (date), when given lower case letters,
(name) will identify letters with ___% accuracy
in ___ consecutive trials as measured by
teacher-made tests/teacher-charted
observation.

2.   By (date), when given upper case letters,
      (name) will identify letters with ___% accuracy in
      ___consecutive trials as measured by teacher-
      made tests/teacher-charted observation.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

WORD ANALYSIS, FLUENCY AND SYSTEMATIC VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT – KINDERGARTEN CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Phonemic Awareness
K.1.9    Blend vowel-consonant sounds orally to
             make words or syllables.

K.1.10  Identify and produce rhyming words in
             response to oral prompt.

K.1.11  Distinguish orally stated one-syllable words
            and separate into beginning or ending
            sounds.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given up to three
sounds, (name) will blend the sounds orally into
words or syllables with ___% accuracy in ___
consecutive trials as measured by teacher-charted
observation/data.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given ____oral
prompts, (name) will identify and produce rhyming
words with ___% accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as
measured by teacher-charted observation/data.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given  ___orally
stated one syllable words, (name) will identify initial
and final sounds with ___% accuracy in ___
consecutive trials as measured by teacher-charted
observation.

1. By (date), when given two syllables (e.g. pan—
       cake) in isolation, (name) will join the syllables
       to pronounce the word correctly with___%
       accuracy in __ consecutive trials as measured
       by teacher-charted observation/data.

2.    By (date), when given up to two sounds, (name)
        will blend the sounds orally into words or
        syllables with ___% accuracy in __
        consecutive  trials as measured by teacher-
        charted observation/data.

1. By (date), when given  ____sets of oral
prompts, (name) will identify the sets that
contain rhyming words with ___% accuracy in
___ of ___ trials as measured by teacher-
charted observation/data.

2. By (date), when given ____ oral prompts,
(name) will identify and produce rhyming words
with ___accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as
measured by teacher-charted observation/data.

1. By (date), when given ___ orally stated one
syllable words, (name) will identify initial sounds
with ___% accuracy in ___ consecutive trials as
measured by teacher-charted observation.

2. By (date), when given ____ orally stated one
syllable words, (name) will identify final sounds
with ___% accuracy in ____ consecutive trials
as measured by teacher-charted observation.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

WORD ANALYSIS, FLUENCY AND SYSTEMATIC VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT – KINDERGARTEN CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Decoding and Word Recognition
K.1.14  Match all consonant and short-vowel
             sounds to appropriate letters.

K.1.15  Read simple one-syllable and high
             frequency words (i.e., sight words) [read the
             first 10 priority words (I, a, and, the, you, to,
             in, is, it, on)].

Vocabulary and Concept Development
K.1.17  Identify and sort common words in basic
             categories (e.g., colors, shapes, foods).

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given visual letter
cues including all consonant and short vowels,
(name) will state the corresponding sounds with
___% accuracy in ___ consecutive trials as
measured by teacher-charted observation.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given ___ one
syllable words and  ____ priority sight words,
(name) will read the target words with ___%
accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as measured by
teacher-charted observation.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given ___ words in
categories, (name) will identify and sort the words
into basic attribute categories (e.g., colors, shapes,
foods) with ___% accuracy in __ of ___ trials as
measured by teacher-charted observation.

1. By (date), when given visual letter cues for ___
consonant sounds, (name) will state the
consonant sounds with ___% accuracy in ___
consecutive trials as measured by teacher-
charted observation.

2. By (date), when given visual letter cues for
short vowel sounds, (name) will state the vowel
sounds with ___% accuracy in ___ consecutive
trials as measured by teacher-charted
observation.

1. By (date), when given ____ one syllable words
and ____ priority words, (name) will read words
with ___% accuracy in ___ of ____ trials as
measured by teacher-charted observation.

2. By (date), when given ___ one syllable words
and ____ priority words, (name) will read words
with ___% accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as
measured by teacher-charted observation.

1. By (date), when given ____ words and a target
       attribute category, (name) will distinguish all
       words belonging in the target category from
        those not belonging in the category with ___%
        accuracy in ___ of ____ trials as measured by
        teacher-charted observation.

2. By (date), when given ___ words, (name) will
identify and sort the words between two basic
attribute categories with ___% accuracy in ___
of ___ trials as measured by teacher-charted
observation.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

KINDERGARTEN – READING

READING COMPREHENSION
• 2.0  Students identify the basic facts and ideas in what they have read, heard or viewed.  They use comprehension strategies (e.g., generating

and responding to questions, comparing new information to what is already known).  The selections in Recommended Readings in
Literature, Kindergarten Through Grade Eight (California Department  of Education, 1996) illustrate the quality and complexity of the
materials to be read by students

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Comprehension & Analysis of Grade-Level-
Appropriate Text
K.2.2  Use pictures and context to make predictions
           about story content.

K.2.4   Retell familiar stories.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when read a story aloud,
(name) will use pictures and context from the
shared story to make predictions about story
content with ___% accuracy in __ of __ trials as
measured by teacher-charted observation.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when asked, (name) will
retell a familiar story with ___% accuracy in ___
consecutive trials as measured by teacher-charted
observation.

1. By (date), when read a story aloud, (name)
will use pictures from the shared story to
make predictions about story content with
___% accuracy in ___ of ____ trials as
measured by teacher-charted observation.

2. By (date), when read a story aloud, (name)
will use context from the shared story to make

       predictions about story content with ___%
       accuracy in __ of ___ trials as measured by
        teacher-charted observation.

1. By (date), when provided a retelling of the first
       portion of a familiar story and picture cues for
        the remainder of the story, (name) will retell
        the remainder of the story with ___%
        accuracy in ___ consecutive trials as
        measured by teacher-charted observation.

2. By (date), when provided picture cues, (name)
       will retell a familiar story with ___% accuracy
       in ___ consecutive trials as measured by
       teacher-charted observation.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

READING COMPREHENSION – KINDERGARTEN CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Comprehension & Analysis of Grade-Level-
Appropriate Text - continued
K.2.5  Ask and answer questions about essential
           elements of a text.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when read a selection
aloud, (name) will ask/answer ____ questions
regarding essential elements of the text with ___%
accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as measured by
teacher-charted observation.

1. By (date), when read a selection aloud, (name)
will answer ___ questions regarding essential
elements (e.g. who, what, when, where) of the
text with ___% accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as
measured by teacher-charted observation.

2. By (date), when read a selection aloud, (name)
       will ask ___ questions regarding essential
       elements of the text with ___% accuracy in ___
       of ___ trials as measured by teacher-charted
        observation.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

FIRST GRADE – READING

WORD ANALYSIS, FLUENCY AND SYSTEMATIC VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT
• 1.0 Students understand the basic features of reading.  They select letter patterns and know how to translate them into spoken language using

phonics, syllabication, and word parts.  They apply this knowledge to achieve fluent oral and silent reading.
ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Concepts About Print
1.1.3 Identify letters, words, and sentences.

Phonemic Awareness
1.1.4 Distinguish initial, medial, and final sounds
              in single-syllable word.

1.1.5 Distinguish long- and short-vowel sounds
in orally stated single-syllable words (e.g.,
bit/bite).

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a page of text
from an early reader, (name) will be able to point to
letters, words and sentences with ____% accuracy
in ___ of ___ trials as measured by teacher-charted
observation/charted records.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given ___ words
orally, (name) will identify initial, middle and ending
sounds with ___% accuracy in __ consecutive trials
as measured by teacher-made tests/charted
records.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when orally given one
syllable long and short vowel words, (name) will
distinguish between the long and short vowel
sounds with ___% accuracy in __ consecutive trials
as measured by teacher-charted observations.

1. By (date), when given a page of text from an
       early reader, (name) will be able to point to
       letters and words with ___% accuracy in ___ of
       ___ trials as measured by teacher-charted
       observations/charted records.

2. By (date), when given a page of text from an
       early reader, (name) will be able to point
        sentences with ___% accuracy in ___ of ___
        trials as measured by teacher-charted
        observations/charted records.

1. By (date), when given ___ words orally, (name)
       will identify initial and final sounds with ___%
       accuracy in ___ consecutive trials as measured
       by teacher-made tests/charted records.

2. By (date), when given ___ words orally, (name)
       will identify initial, middle and final sounds with
       ___% accuracy in ___ consecutive trials as
        measured by teacher-made tests/charted
       records.

1. By (date), when orally given one syllable long
       and short vowel words, (name) will distinguish
       long vowel sounds with ___% accuracy in ___
       consecutive trials as measured by teacher-
       charted observations.

2. By (date), when orally given one syllable long
       and short vowel words, (name) will distinguish
      short vowel sounds with ___% accuracy in ___
       consecutive trials as measured by teacher-
       charted observations.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

WORD ANALYSIS, FLUENCY AND SYSTEMATIC VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT  - FIRST GRADE CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Phonemic Awareness - continued
1.1.6   Create and state a series of rhyming words,
           including consonant blends.

1.1.8 Blend two to four phonemes into
              recognizable words (e.g., /c/a/t/ = cat;
               f/l/a/t/ = flat).

1.1.9   Segment single syllable words into their
            components (e.g., /c/a/t/ = cat; /s/p/l/a/t/
            = splat; /r/i/c/h/ = rich).

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given ___  one
syllable cue words, (name)  will change the initial
sound and state __ rhyming word(s) for each cue
word, including at least one word containing a
consonant blend with ____% accuracy in ___
consecutive trials as measured by teacher-charted
records.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given ___ words
presented orally in sound by sound format, (name)
will blend up to four sounds, including consonant
blends and consonant digraphs, into a word with
___% accuracy on ___ consecutive trials as
measured by teacher-charted observations.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given ___ single
syllable words of mixed patterns (CVC, CCCVC,
and CVCC), (name) will be able to orally segment
phonemes with __% accuracy in __ of ___ trials as
measured by teacher-charted  observations.

1.    By (date), when given ___  one syllable cue
words, (name) will change the initial sound and
state __ rhyming word(s) for each cue word
with ___% accuracy in ___ consecutive trials as
measured by teacher-charted records.

2.    By (date), when given ___ one syllable cue
       words, (name) will change the initial sound and
       state __ rhyming word(s) for each cue word
       including at least one word containing a
       consonant blend with ___% accuracy in ___
       consecutive trials as measured by teacher-
       charted records.

1. By (date), when given ___ words presented
       orally in sound by sound format, (name) will
       blend up to  three sounds, included consonant
       blends, into a word with ___% accuracy in ___
       consecutive trials as measured by teacher-
       charted observations.

2. By (date), when given ___ words presented
orally in sound by sound format, (name) will
blend up to three sounds, including consonant
digraphs, into a word with ___% accuracy in
___ consecutive trials as measured by teacher-
charted observations.

1. By (date), when given ___ single syllable CVC
Words, (name) will be able to orally segment
phonemes with ___% accuracy in ___ of ___
trials as measured by teacher-charted
observations.

2. By (date), when given ___ single syllable
CCCVC or CVCC words, (name) will be able to
orally segment phonemes with ___% accuracy
in ___ of ___ trials as measured by teacher-
charted observations.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

WORD ANALYSIS, FLUENCY AND SYSTEMATIC VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT – FIRST GRADE CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Decoding and Word Recognition
1.1.10   Generate the sounds from all the letters and
             letter patterns, including consonant blends
             and long- and short-vowel patterns (i.e.,
             phonograms), and blend those sounds into
             recognizable words.

1.1.11 Read common, irregular sight words (e.g.,
              the, have, said, come, give, of)
              [read the first 100 priority sight words
             (CLRP)]

1.1.16 Read aloud with fluency in a manner that
               sounds like natural speech. [60 words per
              minute (*CLRP)]

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given individual
letters, letter patterns containing consonant blends,
and letter patterns containing long and short vowel
patterns in random order, (name) will orally combine
these elements to create recognizable words with
___% accuracy in ___ consecutive trials as
measured by teacher-charted observations.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a list of ___
priority sight words, (name) will read these target
words aloud with automaticity and ____% accuracy
in___ consecutive trials as measured by teacher-
charted records.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a reading
passage at first grade level, (name) will read the
passage fluently at a rate of        correct words per
minute with ___% accuracy in __ consecutive trials
as measured by student work samples.

           

1. By (date), when given individual letters or letter
       patterns containing consonant blends
       presented in random order, (name) will orally
       combine these elements to create recognizable
       words with ___% accuracy in __  consecutive
        trials as measured by teacher-charted
       observations.

2. By (date), when given letter patterns containing
       long and short vowel patterns, (name) will orally
       combine these elements to create recognizable
       words with ___% accuracy in __ consecutive
       trials as measured by teacher-charted
       observations.

1. By (date), when given a list of___ priority sight
words, (name) will read these target words
aloud with automaticity and ____% accuracy
in___ consecutive trials as measured by
teacher-charted records.

2. By (date), when given a list of ___ priority sight
words, (name) will read these target words
aloud with automaticity and ____% accuracy
in___ consecutive trials as measured by
teacher-charted records.

1.    By (date), when given a reading passage at first
       grade level, (name) will read the passage
        fluently at a rate of       correct words per

 minute with ___ % accuracy in __ consecutive
        trials as measured by student work samples.

2.    By (date), when given a reading passage at first
       grade level (name) will read the passage
        fluently at a rate of       correct words per
        minute with ___ % accuracy in __ consecutive
        trials as measured by student work samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

WORD ANALYSIS, FLUENCY AND SYSTEMATIC VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT – FIRST GRADE CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Vocabulary and Concept Development
1.1.17 Classify grade-appropriate categories of

words (e.g., concrete collections of
animals, foods, toys).

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given concrete
collections of objects/pictures of objects with printed
instructional level words naming the same objects,
(name) will sort by attributes and explain categories
(e.g., animals, foods, toys) with ___% accuracy in
___ of ___ trials as measured by teacher-made
tests.

1.   By (date). when given concrete collection of
      objects with printed instructional level words
      naming the same objects, (name) will sort by
      two attributes and explain categories with ___%
      accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as measured by
      teacher-made tests.

2.   By (date), when given pictures of objects with
      printed instructional level words naming the
       same objects, (name) will sort by three or more
       attributes and explain categories with ___%
       accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as measured  by
        teacher-made tests.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

FIRST GRADE – READING

READING COMPREHENSION
• Students read and understand grade-level-appropriate material.  They draw upon a variety of comprehension strategies as needed (e.g.,

generating and responding to essential questions, making predictions, comparing information from several sources).  The selections in
Recommended Readings in Literature, Kindergarten Through Grade Eight illustrate the quality and complexity of the materials to be read
by students.  In addition to their regular school reading, by grade four, students read one-half million words annually, including a good
representation of grade-level-appropriate narrative and expository text (e.g., classic and contemporary literature, magazines, newspapers,
online information).  In grade one, students begin to make progress toward this goal.  

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Comprehension and Analysis of Grade-Level-

Appropriate Text

1.2.2  Respond to who, what, when, where, and
how questions.

1.2.7      Retell the central ideas of simple expository
              or narrative passages.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given __ who, what,
when, where, and how questions from an
instructional level selection read aloud, (name) will
respond  with ___% accuracy in ___ consecutive
trials as measured by teacher-charted observations.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when asked to retell the
central idea of selected instructional level text,
(name) will verbally retell the central ideas of the
selection read with ___% accuracy in ___ of ___
trials as measured by teacher-charted observations.

1.    By (date), when given ___ who, what, and
       when questions from an instructional    level
       selection read aloud, (name) will respond with
       ___% accuracy in ___ consecutive trials as
       measured by teacher-charted observations.

2.    By (date), when given ___ who, what, when
       and where questions from an instructional level
       selection read aloud, (name) will respond with
       ___% accuracy in ___ consecutive trials as
       measured by teacher-charted observations

1.    By (date), when given cue pictures and asked
        to retell the central idea of selected
        instructional level text, (name) will use the
        pictures to retell the central idea of selection
        read with ___% accuracy in ___ of ___trials as
        measured by  teacher-charted observations.

2.    By (date), when asked to retell the central idea
       of selected instructional level text, (name) will
       verbally retell the central idea of selection read
       with ___% accuracy in ___ of __ trials as
       measured by teacher-charted observations.
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ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

SECOND GRADE – READING

WORD ANALYSIS, FLUENCY,  AND SYSTEMATIC VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT
• 1.0 Students understand the basic features of reading.  They select letter patterns and know how to translate them into spoken language

by using  phonics, syllabication, and word  parts.  They apply this knowledge to achieve fluent oral and silent reading.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Decoding and Word Recognition:
2.1.3 Decode two-syllable nonsense words
              and regular multi-syllable words
             [200 priority sight words (*CLRP)].

2.1.6 Read aloud fluently and accurately and
with appropriate intonation and expression
[70 words per minute at a rhythm and pace
that sounds like natural speech  (*CLRP)]

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a list of
____two-syllable nonsense words and ____ basic
sight words for second grade, (name) will decode
the target words with___% accuracy in              
       consecutive trials as measured by teacher-
charted records.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a second
grade passage, (name) will read aloud, with fluency,
at a rate of         correct words per minute, with
___% accuracy in __   of __    trials as measured by
reading records/teacher data.

1.   By (date), when given a list of ____two-syllable
      nonsense words and ___basic sight words for
      second grade, (name) will decode the target
      words with ___% accuracy in __ of __ trials as
      measured by teacher-charted records.

2.    By (date), when given a list of ____two syllable
       nonsense words and ___basic sight words for
       second grade, (name) will decode the target
       words with ___% accuracy in __   of __  trials
       as measured by teacher-charted records.

1.    By (date), when given a second grade passage,
       (name) will read aloud, with fluency, at a rate of
       ___ correct words per minute with ___ %
      accuracy in___ of ___ trials as measured by
      reading records/teacher data.

2.    By (date), when given a second grade passage,
       (name) will read aloud, with fluency, at a rate of
       ___ correct words per minute with ___%
       accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as measured by
       reading records/teacher data.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

SECOND GRADE – READING

READING COMPREHENSION
• 2.0 Students read and understand grade-level-appropriate material.  They draw upon a variety of comprehension strategies as needed (e.g., generating

and responding to essential questions, making predictions, comparing information from several sources).  The selections in Recommended Readings in
Literature, Kindergarten Through Grade Eight illustrate the quality and complexity of the materials to be read by students.  In addition to their regular
school reading, by grade four, students read one-half million words annually, including a good representation of grade-level-appropriate narrative and
expository text (e.g., classic and contemporary literature, magazines, newspapers, online information).  In grade two, students continue to make progress
toward this goal.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Comprehension and  Analysis of Grade-
Level-Appropriate Text:
2.2.4 Ask clarifying questions about essential
              textual elements of expositions (e.g., why,
             what if, how).

2.2.5    Restate facts and details in the text to clarify
            and organize ideas.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given an appropriate
text, (name) will ask __  clarifying questions related
to the text read, using “why/what if/how” questions
with ___% accuracy in ___ of __ trials as measured
by teacher-charted records.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given an appropriate
text, (name) will restate ___ details or facts from
passage with ___% accuracy  in __   of __   trials as
measured by teacher-charted records.

1.   By (date) when given an appropriate text

      (name) will ask __ clarifying questions

related to

       the text read,  using “why” questions with

___%

      accuracy in __ of __ trials as measured by

      teacher charted records.

2. By (date) when given an appropriate text(name)
will ask __ clarifying questions related to the
text read, using “what if” and “how” questions
with ___% accuracy in __ of __trials  as
measured by teacher charted records.

1.    By (date), when given an appropriate text,
      (name) will restate __ details or facts from
       passage with___% accuracy in__    of __   trials
       as measured by teacher-charted records.

2.   By (date), when given an appropriate text,
       (name) will restate __ details or facts from
       passage with ___% accuracy in __   of __   
       trails as measured by teacher-charted records.
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ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

THIRD GRADE – READING

WORD ANALYSIS, FLUENCY AND SYSTEMATIC VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT
• 1.0 Students understand the basic features of reading.  They select letter patterns and know how to translate them into spoken language

by using phonics, syllabication and word parts. They apply this knowledge to achieve fluent oral and silent reading.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Decoding and Word Recognition
3.1.1 Know and use complex word families when

reading (e.g., -ight) to decode unfamiliar
words [Sight words (CRLP – 300 priority
words)].

3.1.3 Read aloud narrative and expository text
fluently and accurately and with
appropriate pacing, intonation, and

            expression  [80 words per minute
              (*CLRP)].

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given ___ unfamiliar
words containing complex word families (e.g., -ight),
(name) will correctly decode the target words with
___% accuracy in __ consecutive trials as
measured by teacher observation/teacher-charted
data.\

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a selected third
grade passage, (name) will read at a fluency rate of       
correct words per minute ___% accuracy in___
consecutive trials with as measured by student work
samples/teacher-charted data.

1.   By (date) when given  ___ unfamiliar words
      containing complex word families (name) will
      correctly decode the target words with ___%
      accuracy in ___consecutive trials as measured
      by teacher observation/teacher charted data.

2.    By (date) when given ____unfamiliar words
       containing complex word families (name) will
       correctly decode the target words with ___%
       accuracy in ___ consecutive trials as measured
       by teacher observation/ teacher charted data.

1.   By (date), when given a selected third grade
       passage, (name) will read at a fluency rate of           
             correct words per minute with ____%
       accuracy in ____ consecutive trials as
       measured by student work samples/teacher-
       charted data.

2.   By (date), when given a selected third grade
      passage, (name) will read at a fluency rate of
            correct words per minute with ___%
      accuracy in___ consecutive trials as measured
      by student work samples/teacher-charted data.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

WORD ANALYSIS, FLUENCY AND SYSTEMATIC VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT – THIRD GRADE CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Vocabulary and Concept Development
3.1.4 Use knowledge of antonyms, synonyms,

homophones and homographs to
determine the meanings of words.

3.1.6    Use sentence and word context to find the
            meaning of unknown words.

Annual Goal) By (date), when given sets of
antonyms/synonyms/homophones/homographs
used in sentences and a set of matching word
meanings, (name) will select the correct meaning for
each of the target words with ____% accuracy in
____consecutive trials as measured by student
work samples.

(Annual Goal)  By (date), when given ____
sentences containing unknown words and at least
three possible meanings for the target word, (name)
will use the context of the sentence to determine the
correct meaning with ___  accuracy in ____
consecutive trials as measured by student work
samples.

1.  By (date), when given sets of
     antonyms/synonyms used in sentences and a
     set of matching word meanings, (name) will
     select the correct meaning for each of the target
     words with ___% accuracy in ____ consecutive
      trials as measured by student work samples.

2.  By (date), when given sets of
      homophones/homographs used in sentences
      and a set of matching word meanings, (name)
      will select the correct meaning for each of the
      target words with ___% accuracy in ___
      consecutive trials as measured by student work
      samples.

1.   By (date), when given ____ sentences
       containing unknown words and  two possible
       meanings for the target word, (name) will use
       the context of the sentence to determine the
       correct meaning with ____% accuracy in____
       consecutive trials as measured by student work
       samples.

2.   By (date), when given ___sentences containing
      unknown words and at least three possible
       meanings for the target word, (name) will use
       the context of the sentence to determine the
       correct meaning with ___% accuracy in ___
       consecutive trials as measured by student work
       samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

THIRD GRADE – READING

READING COMPREHENSION
• 2.0 Students read and understand grade-level-appropriate material.  They draw upon a variety of comprehension strategies as needed (e.g.,

generating and responding to essential questions, making predictions, comparing information from several sources).  The selections in
Recommended Readings in Literature, Kindergarten Through Grade Eight illustrate the quality and complexity of the materials to be read
by students.  In addition to their regular school reading, by grade four, students read one-half million words annually, including a good
representation of grade-level-appropriate narrative and expository text (e.g., classic and contemporary literature, magazines, newspapers,
online information). In grade three, students make substantial progress towards this goal.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Comprehension and Analysis of Grade-
Level-Appropriate Text:
3.2.5 Distinguish the main idea and supporting
              details in expository text.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a selected third
grade expository passage, (name) will distinguish
the main idea and supporting details in the passage
with ___% accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as
measured by student work samples/teacher-charted
data.

1.    By (date), when given a selected third grade
      expository passage and the main idea
      statement, (name) will identify at least three
      supporting details with ___% accuracy in ___
      of ___ trials as measured by student work
       samples/teacher-charted data.

2.   By (date), when given a selected third grade
      expository passage, (name) will distinguish the
      main idea and supporting details in the passage
      with ____%accuracy in ___ of ____ trials as
      measured by student work samples/teacher-
      charted data.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

FOURTH GRADE – READING

WORD ANALYSIS, FLUENCY AND SYSTEMATIC VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT
• 1.0  Students understand the basic features of reading. They select letter patterns and know how to translate them into spoken language by

using phonics, syllabication, and word parts.  They apply this knowledge to achieve fluent oral and silent reading.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Word Recognition
4.1.1 Read narrative and expository text aloud

with grade-appropriate fluency and
accuracy and with appropriate pacing,
intonation, and expression
[90 words per minute (*CLRP)]

              (CAHSEE)

Vocabulary and Concept Development
4.1.3 Use knowledge of root words to determine
               the meaning of unknown words within a
               passage. (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a fourth grade
passage, (name) will read text with ____ correct
words per minute with ___% accuracy in ___
consecutive trials as measured by student fluency
reading log.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given brief passages
containing words derived from at least three
different root words, (name) will determine the
meaning of the unknown words by applying
knowledge of the root words with ___% accuracy
in___ of ___   trials as measured by student work
samples.

1.  By (date), when given a fourth grade reading
      passage, (name) will read text with ___ correct
      words per minute with ___ % accuracy in ___
      consecutive trials as measured by student
      fluency reading log.

2.   By (date), when given a fourth grade reading
      passage, (name) will read text with ___ correct
      words per minute with ___ % accuracy in ___
      consecutive  trials as measured by student
      fluency reading log.

1.  By (date), when given a list of ____ words
      derived from root words, (name) will use
      knowledge of the root word to determine the
      meaning of the unknown words with ___%
      accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as measured by
      student work samples.

2.   By (date), when given ___ brief passages
      containing words derived from a single root
      word, (name) will determine the meaning of the
      unknown words by applying knowledge of the
      root word with ___% accuracy in ___ of ___
      trials as measured by student work samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

WORD ANALYSIS, FLUENCY AND SYSTEMATIC VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT – FOURTH GRADE CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Vocabulary and Concept Dev.-continued
4.1.6    Distinguish and interpret words with
             multiple meanings. (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a sample
dictionary entry for a word with multiple meanings
and selected sentences using the word, (name) will
identify the correct meaning for the word as used in
the sentence and give another sentence
demonstrating that same meaning for the target
word with ___% accuracy in ___ consecutive trials
as measured by student work samples.

1.  By (date), when given a sample dictionary entry
      for a word with multiple meanings and selected
      sentences using the word, (name) will identify
      the correct meaning for the word as used in the
      sentence with ___% accuracy in ___
      consecutive trials as measured by student work
      samples.

2.   By (date), when given a sample dictionary entry
       for a word with multiple meanings, (name) will
       identify the correct meaning for the word as
       used in the sentence and give another
       sentence demonstrating that same meaning for
       the target word with ___% accuracy in ___
       consecutive trials as measured by student work
       samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

FOURTH GRADE – READING

READING COMPREHENSION
• 2.0 Students read and understand grade-level-appropriate material.  They draw upon a variety of comprehension strategies as needed (e.g.,

generating and responding to essential questions, making predictions, comparing information from several sources).  The selections in
Recommended Readings in Literature, Kindergarten through Grade Eight illustrate the quality and complexity of the materials to be read
by students.  In addition to their regular school reading, students read one -half million words annually, including a good representation of
grade-level-appropriate narrative and expository text (e.g., classic and contemporary literature, magazines, newspapers, online information).

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Comprehension and Analysis of Grade-
Level-Appropriate Text
4.2.3   Make and confirm predictions about text by
            using prior knowledge and ideas presented
              in the text itself, including illustrations, titles,
            topic sentences, important words and
            foreshadowing clues. (CAHSEE)

4.2.5     Compare and contrast information on the
              same topic after reading several passages
              or articles.  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when asked to formulate
predictions about text, (name) will use prior
knowledge and ideas from illustrations, titles, topic
sentences, key words and clues to make and
confirm predictions with ___% accuracy in __ of __
trials as measured by teacher-charted
observations/student work samples.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a specific topic
and several passages on that topic, (name) will
complete a chart comparing and contrasting
information from the passages with ___% accuracy
in __ of ___ trials as measured by student work
samples.

1.  By (date), when asked to formulate predictions
     about text, (name) will use prior knowledge,
      ideas from illustrations and titles to make
      reasonable predictions with ___% accuracy in
      ___ of ___ trials as measured by teacher-
      charted observations/student work samples.

2.   By (date), when asked to formulate predictions
      about text, (name) will use prior knowledge,
      ideas from illustrations, titles, topic sentences,
      key words and clues to make reasonable
      predictions with ___ % accuracy in  ___ of ___
      trials as measured by teacher-charted
      observations/student work samples.

1. By (date), following a teacher-led activity in
which one column of a compare/contrast chart
is completed based on topic information
identified in a single passage, (name) will
complete the second column of the chart based
on a second passage on the same topic with
___% accuracy in ____ of ____ trials as
measured by student work samples.

2.   By (date), when given a partially completed
       compare/contrast chart based on two passages
       on the same topic (name) will complete the
       chart with____% accuracy in ___ of ____ trials
       as measured by student work samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

READING COMPREHENSION – FOURTH GRADE CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Comprehension and Analysis of Grade-
Level-Appropriate Text - continued:
4.2.6     Distinguish between cause and effect and
              between fact and opinion in expository text.
             (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when asked questions
based on an expository text selection,  (name) will
distinguish between cause/effect and fact with ___%
accuracy in ___ consecutive trials as measured by
teacher observations/student work samples.

1.  By (date), after reading a selection of expository
      text, (name) will distinguish between cause and
     effect with ___% accuracy in ___consecutive
      trials as measured by teacher-charted
      observations/student work samples.

2.   By (date), after reading a selection of expository
       text, (name) will distinguish between fact and
      opinion with ___% accuracy in ___ consecutive
       trials as measured by teacher-charted
       observations/student work samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

FOURTH GRADE – READING

LITERARY RESPONSE AND ANALYSIS
• 3.0 Students read and respond to a wide variety of significant works of children’s literature.  They distinguish between the structural

features of the text and the literary terms or elements (e.g., theme, plot, setting, characters).  The selections in Recommended Readings
in Literature, Kindergarten through Grade Eight illustrate the quality and complexity of the materials to be read by students.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Narrative Analysis of Grade-Level-
Appropriate Text
4.3.3    Use knowledge of the situation and setting
             and of a character’s traits and motivations
              to determine the causes for that character’s
             actions.  (CAHSEE)

4.3.4  Compare and contrast tales form different
            cultures by tracing the exploits of one
            character type and develop theories to
           account for similar tales in diverse cultures
            (e.g., trickster tales).  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), after reading/listening to a
grade four reading selection, (name) will use
knowledge of the situation, setting, and/or the
character’s traits and motivations to determine the
causes for the character’s actions with ____ %
accuracy in ___ consecutive trials as measured by
teacher-made tests/student work samples.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when read selected tales
from different cultures, (name) will compare and
contrast the exploits of one character type (e.g.,
trickster tales) with ___% accuracy in __
consecutive trials as measured by teacher-made
tests/student work samples.

1.   By (date), after reading/listening to a grade four
      reading selection, when given a character’s
      actions and details of the situation, setting,
      and/or  the character’s traits and motivations,
      (name) will match the actions  to the most
      appropriate cause for the action with ___%
      accuracy in ____  consecutive trials as
      measured by teacher-made tests/student work
      samples.

2.   By (date), after reading/listening to a grade four
      reading selection, when given a character’s
      selected actions, (name) will identify a detail of
      the situation, setting, and/or the character’s
      traits and motivations as the most appropriate
      cause for the action with ___% accuracy in ___
      consecutive trials as measured by teacher-made
      tests/student work samples.

1.   By (date), when read selected tales from
      different cultures and given a sample list of the
      exploits of a character from one tale, (name) will
      compare similar exploits by a similar character
       type in a second tale with ___% accuracy in
       ___ consecutive trials as measured by teacher-
       made tests/student work samples.

2.    By (date), when read selected tales from
       different cultures, (name) will contrast the
       exploits of similar character types from at least
       two tales with ___% accuracy in ___
       consecutive trials as measured by teacher-
       made  tests/student work samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

LITERARY RESPONSE AND ANALYSIS – FOURTH GRADE CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Narrative Analysis of Grade-Level-
Appropriate Text - continued
4.3.5   Define figurative language (e.g., simile,
             metaphor, hyperbole, personification) and
             identify its use in literary works.  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given brief
sentences/passages containing  figurative language
elements, (name) will identify/define the selected
elements (simile, metaphor, hyperbole,
personification) and identify their use in literary
works with ____ % accuracy in ____ consecutive
trials as measured by teacher-made tests/student
work samples.

1.  By (date), when given brief sentences/passages
      containing figurative language elements, (name)
      will identify/define the selected elements (simile,
      metaphor, hyperbole, personification) with
      ___%accuracy in ____consecutive trials as
      measured by teacher-made tests/student work
      samples.

2.   By (date), when given passages selected from
      literary works containing figurative language
      elements, (name) will identify the target
      elements (simile, metaphor, hyperbole,
      personification) within the passages with ____%
      accuracy in ___ consecutive trials as measured
      by teacher-made  tests/student work samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

FIFTH GRADE – READING

WORD ANALYSIS, FLUENCY AND SYSTEMATIC VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT
• 1.0 Students use their knowledge of word origins and word relationships, as well as historical and literary context clues, to determine the

meaning of specialized vocabulary and understand the precise meaning of grade level appropriate words.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK
Word Recognition
5.1.1 Read aloud narrative and expository text
              fluently and accurately and with appropriate
              pacing, intonation, and expression.

              (CAHSEE)

Vocabulary and Concept Development
5.1.3 Understand and explain frequently used
              synonyms, antonyms, and homographs.

              (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a narrative or
expository reading passage at the fifth grade level,
(name) will read the passage with appropriate
pacing, intonation, and expression at a rate of            
       correct words per minute with ____% accuracy
in ____ consecutive trials as measured by student
work samples/teacher-charted records.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given phrases or
sentences requiring the use of synonyms,
antonyms, or homographs, (name) will select the
correct partner word or meaning of the target word
with ____% accuracy in ____ of ____  trials as
measured by student work samples/teacher-charted
records.

1.   By (date), when given a narrative or expository
      reading passage at the fifth grade level, (name)
      will read the passage with appropriate pacing,
      intonation, and expression at a rate of ____
      correct words per minute with ____% accuracy
      in ____ consecutive trials as measured by
      student work samples/teacher-charted records.

2. By (date), when given a narrative or expository
       reading passage at the fifth grade level, (name)
       will read the passage with appropriate pacing,
       intonation, and expression at a rate of ____
       correct words per minute with ____% accuracy
       in ____ consecutive trials as measured by
       student work samples/teacher-charted records.

1. By (date), when given a phrase or sentence
       containing one word of a set of synonyms or
       antonyms and a set of possible partner words,
       (name), will select the appropriate choice with
       ____% accuracy in ____ of ____ trials as
       measured by student work samples/teacher-
       charted records.

2. By (date), when given a phrase or sentence
       with a missing homograph and the partner
       homographs, (name) will select the correct
       homograph with ____% accuracy in ____ of
       ____ trials as measured by student work
       samples/teacher-charted records.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

FIFTH GRADE – READING

READING COMPREHENSION
• 2.0 Students read and understand grade-level-appropriate material.  They describe and connect the essential ideas, arguments, and

perspectives of the text by using their knowledge of text structure, organization, and purpose.  The selections in Recommended Readings in
Literature, Kindergarten Through Grade Eight illustrate the quality and complexity of the materials to be read by students.  In addition, by
grade eight, students read one million words annually on their own, including a good representation of grade-level appropriate narrative and
expository text (e.g., classic and contemporary literature, magazines, newspapers, online information).  In grade five, students make progress
toward this goal.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Structural Features of Info. Materials
5.2.2   Analyze text that is organized in sequential
            or chronological order.  (CAHSEE)

Comprehension and Analysis of Grade-Level-

Appropriate Text

5.2.3   Discern main ideas and concepts presented
             in tests, identifying and assessing evidence
             that supports those ideas.  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given ____ pages of
grade five text organized in sequential/chronological
order, (name) will identify and sequence at least
____ events contained in that text with ____%
accuracy in at least ____ of ____ trials as measured
by student work samples/teacher-charted records.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given ____ pages of
grade five text, (name) will state the main idea of the
text and identify at least ____ statements (evidence)
within the text that support that main idea with at
least ____% accuracy in at least ____ of ____ trials
as measured by student work samples/teacher-
charted records.

1. By (date), when given ____ pages of grade five
text organized in sequential/chronological
order, (name) will identify and sequence at
least ____ events contained in that text with
____% accuracy in at least ____ of ____ trials
as measured by student work samples/teacher-
charted records.

2. By (date), when given ____ pages of grade five
text organized in sequential/chronological
order, (name) will identify and sequence at
least ____ events contained in that text with
____% accuracy in at least ____ of ____ trials
as measured by student work samples/teacher-
charted records.

1. By (date), when given ____ pages of grade five
text, (name) will identify the main idea of the
text and, when given ____ choice statements
selected from the text, identify those statements
(evidence) that support the main idea with at
least ____% accuracy in at least ____ of ____
trials as measured by student work samples/
teacher-charted records.

2. By (date), when given ____ pages of grade five
       text, (name) will state the main idea of the text
       and identify at least ____ statements (evidence)
       within the text that support that main idea with
       at least ____% accuracy in at least ____ of
       ____ trials as measured by student work
      samples/teacher-charted records.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

FIFTH GRADE – READING

LITERARY RESPONSE AND ANALYSIS
• 3.0 Students read and respond to historically or culturally significant works of literature.  They begin to find ways to clarify the ideas and make

connections between literary works.  The selections in Recommended Readings in Literature, Kindergarten Through Grade Eight illustrate the
quality and complexity of the materials to be read by students.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Literary Criticism
5.3.6    Evaluate the meaning of archetypal patterns
             and symbols that are found in myth and
             tradition by using literature from different
             eras and cultures.

(Annual Goal) By (date), following teacher-guided
presentation and reading of selected grade level
appropriate myths/tall tales from different eras and
cultures and given a chart requiring patterns and
symbolism elements from at least two literature
sources, (name) will provide examples based on
the target literature, with at least ___% accuracy in
____ of ____ trials as measured by teacher-made
tests/student work samples.

1. By (date), following teacher-guided
presentation and reading of a selected grade
level appropriate myth, (name) will provide
examples of patterns and symbolism found in
this literature type with ____% accuracy in ____
of ____ trials as measured by teacher-made
tests/student work samples.

2. By (date), following teacher-guided
presentation and reading of a selected grade
level appropriate tall tale, (name) will provide

       examples of patterns and symbolism found in
        this literature type with ____% accuracy in
       ____ of ____ trials as measured by teacher-
       made tests/student work samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

SIXTH GRADE – READING

WORD ANALYSIS, FLUENCY AND SYSTEMATIC VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT
• 1.0  Students use their knowledge of word origins and word relationships as well as historical and literary context clues to determine the

meaning of specialized vocabulary.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK
Word Recognition
6.1.1 Read-aloud narrative and expository text

fluently and accurately and with
appropriate pacing, intonation, and
expression.

Vocabulary and Concept Development
*6.1.2   Identify and interpret figurative language
             and words with multiple meanings.

             (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a narrative or
expository reading passage at grade level, (name)
will read the passage with appropriate pacing,
intonation, and expression at a rate of         correct
words per minute with ___% accuracy in
___consecutive trials as measured by  teacher-
charted records/fluency reading log.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a narrative or
expository reading passage at (name’s )
independent reading level, (name) will identify and
paraphrase figurative language highlighting words
with multiple meanings with ____% accuracy  in
____ of ___trials as measured by work sample/
criterion assessment.

1. By (date), when given a narrative reading
        passage at grade level, (name) will read the
        passage with appropriate pacing, intonation,
        and expression at a rate of _____correct words
        per minute with ____% accuracy in ____
        consecutive trials as measured by teacher-
        charted records/fluency reading log.

2. By (date), when given an expository passage
at grade level, (name) will read the passage
with appropriate pacing, intonation, and
expression at a rate of ____correct words per
minute with _____  % accuracy in ____
consecutive trials as measured by teacher-
charted records/fluency reading log.

1. By ( date), when given a narrative reading
        passage at (name’s) independent reading
        level, (name) will identify and paraphrase
        figurative language highlighting words with
        multiple meanings with ____% accuracy in
       ____ of____ trials as measured by work
        samples/criterion assessment.

2. By (date), when given an expository reading
        passage at (name’s) independent reading
        level, (name) will identify and paraphrase
        figurative language highlighting words with
        multiple meanings with ___% accuracy in
        ___ of ___ trials as measured by work
        samples/criterion assessment.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

WORD ANALYSIS, FLUENCY AND SYSTEMATIC VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT  - SIXTH GRADE CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Vocabulary and Concept Dev. - continued
6.1.4 Monitor expository text for unknown words
               or words with novel meanings by using
              word, sentence, and paragraph clues to
              determine meaning.  (CAHSEE)

6.1.5       Understand and explain shades of
                meaning in words (e.g., softly and quietly)
               (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), (name) will monitor
expository text using word, sentence and paragraph
clues to determine meaning of unknown words with
______% accuracy in          of          trials as
measured by teacher - generated assessment.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a narrative or
expository reading passage at           reading level,
(name) will explain “shades of meaning” (e.g. softly
and quietly) by highlighting or underlining examples
of words that will clarify or aid in reader
interpretation or understanding of the passage with
___% accuracy in ____of ___ trials, as measured
by work samples.

1. By (date), (name) will use word clues to
determine unknown word meanings with
____% accuracy in _____of____ trials as
measured by teacher-generated charts.

2.     By (date), (name) will use sentence and
       paragraph clues to determine unknown and
        novel words or phrase meaning with ____%
        accuracy in          of          trials as measured by
        teacher-made charts and assessments.

1. By (date), when given a narrative reading
         passage at          reading level, (name) will
         explain “shades of meaning “ by underlining
         words that clarify meaning and state why the
         passage aids in reader understanding  with
         ______% accuracy in ____ of ____trials as
         measured by work samples.

2. By (date), when given an expository reading
         passage at           reading level, (name) will
         explain how words impact reader
         understanding or interpretation through
         varied shades of meaning with ____%
         accuracy in ___ of ___ trials as measured by
         teacher-made assessments.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

SIXTH GRADE – READING

READING COMPREHENSION (Focus on Informational Materials)
• 2.0 Students read and understand grade-level-appropriate material.  They describe and connect the essential ideas, arguments, and

perspectives of the text by using their knowledge of text structure, organization, and purpose.  The selections in Recommended Readings in
Literature, Kindergarten Through Grade Eight illustrate the quality and complexity of the materials to be read by students.  In addition, by
grade eight, students read one million words annually on their own, including a good representation of grade-level-appropriate narrative and
expository text (e.g., classic and contemporary literature, magazines, newspapers, online information). In grade six, students continue to make
progress toward this goal.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Structural Features of Informational
Materials
6.2.2       Analyze text that uses the compare-and-
                contrast organizational pattern.

Comprehension and Analysis of Grade-Level-

Appropriate Text

6.2.3      Connect and clarify main ideas by
               identifying their relationships to other
               sources and related topics.  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given two sixth grade
passages, (name) will compare and contrast the
organizational patterns in         of           trials with
         % accuracy as measured by student work
samples.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a sixth grade
text, (name) will analyze by connecting/clarifying
main idea in          consecutive trials with       %
accuracy as measured by student work samples.

1.    By (date), when given two sixth grade
        passages, (name) will compare and contrast
        the organizational patterns in         of     
        trials with          % accuracy as measured by
        student work samples.

2.     By (date), when given two sixth grade
        passages, (name) will compare and contrast
        the organizational patterns in         of   
        trials with         % accuracy as measured by
        student work samples.

1.    By (date), when given a sixth grade text,
       (name)  will analyze by connecting main idea in
               consecutive trials with       % accuracy as
       measured by student work samples.

2.    By (date), when given a sixth grade text,
       (name) will analyze by clarifying main idea in         
                consecutive trials with       % accuracy as
       measured by student work samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

READING COMPREHENSION – SIXTH GRADE CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Expository Critique
6.2.6 Determine the adequacy and
               appropriateness of the evidence for an
               author’s conclusions.  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given an author’s
conclusions, (name) will determine adequacy and
appropriateness of the evidence of an author’s
conclusion in        of       trials with       % of accuracy
as measured by student work samples.

1.     By (date), when given an author’s conclusions,
        (name) will determine adequacy of the
        evidence of an author’s conclusion in        of        
                trials with       % of accuracy as measured
        by student work samples.

2.     By (date), when given an author’s conclusions,
        (name) will determine appropriateness of the
        evidence of an author’s conclusion in        of        
               trials with       % of accuracy as measured
        by student work samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

SIXTH – READING

LITERARY RESPONSE AND ANALYSIS
• 3.0 Students read and respond to historically or culturally significant works of literature that reflect and enhance their studies of history and

social science.  They clarify the ideas and connect them to other literary works.  The selections in Recommended Readings in Literature,
Kindergarten Through Grade Eight illustrate the quality and complexity of the materials to be read by students.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Narrative Analysis of Grade-Level-
Appropriate Text
6.3.2 Analyze the effect of the qualities of the
               character (e.g., courage or cowardice,
               ambition or laziness) on the plot and the
               resolution of the conflict.  (CAHSEE)

Literary Criticism
6.3.8 Critique the credibility of characterization
               and the degree to which a plot is contrived
               or realistic (e.g., compare use of fact and
               fantasy in historical fiction).

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given an appropriate
grade level text to analyze, (name) will describe the
qualities of the character on the plot and resolution
of the conflict in        of        trials with        %
accuracy as measured by student work samples.

(Annual Goal) By (date), after reading a historical
fiction, (name) will compare use of fact and fantasy
to the plot in        of        trials with       % accuracy
as measured by student work samples.

1.    By (date), when given an appropriate grade
       level text to analyze, (name) will describe the
       qualities of the character of the plot in        of         
              trials with        % accuracy as measured by
       student work samples.

2.    By (date), when given an appropriate grade
       level text to analyze, (name) will describe the
       resolution of the conflict in        of        trials with       
             % accuracy as measured by student work
       samples.

1.    By (date), after reading a historical fiction,
       (name) will compare use of fact to the plot in       
              of        trials with       % accuracy as
       measured by student work samples.

2.    By (date), after reading a historical fiction,
       (name) will compare use of fantasy to the plot in       
              of        trials with       % accuracy as
       measured by student work samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

SEVENTH GRADE – READING

WORD ANALYSIS, FLUENCY AND SYSTEMATIC VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT
• 1.0 Students use their knowledge of word origins and word relationships, as well as historical and literary context clues, to determine the

meaning of specialized vocabulary and understand the precise meaning of grade level appropriate words.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Vocabulary and Concept Development

7.1.1    Identify idioms, analogies, metaphors, and
            similes in prose and poetry.  (CAHSEE)

7.1.2    Use knowledge of Greek, Latin, and Anglo
            Saxon roots and affixes to understand
             content area vocabulary.  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a literary
sample of prose and poetry at (name’s) independent
reading level, (name) will be able to underline
examples of simile and metaphor in_____
consecutive trials with           % accuracy as
measured by student work samples/teacher-made
assessments.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a graded
reading list from a specific content area, (name) will
underline and correctly define ______words of
Anglo-Saxon roots in          consecutive trials with          
          % accuracy as measured by student work
samples.

1. By (date), when given a literary sample at
(name’s) independent reading level, (name) will
underline examples of similes in_____
consecutive trials with           % accuracy as
measured by student work samples/teacher-
made assessments.

2. By (date), when given a literary sample at
(name’s) independent reading level, (name) will
underline examples of metaphors in_____
consecutive trials with           % accuracy as
measured by student work samples/teacher-
made assessments

1. By (date), when given a graded reading list
from a specific content area, (name) will
underline and create a chart of common Anglo-
Saxon roots and their meanings in        
consecutive trials with ______% accuracy as
measured by student work samples.

2. By (date), when given a student-generated
chart of common root words, (name) will use
chart in specific content area reading to assist
with vocabulary development by creating a
student specialized word dictionary in       
consecutive trials with _____% accuracy as
measured by student work samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

WORD ANALYSIS, FLUENCY AND SYSTEMATIC VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT – SEVENTH GRADE CONTINUED
ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Vocabulary and Concept Dev. - continued

7.1.3 Clarify word meaning through the use of
definition, example, restatement, or
contrast.  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), (name) will verbalize the
meaning of specialized vocabulary words and
provide examples of each with _____% accuracy in      
        consecutive trials as measured by student
work samples.

1. By (date), when given a list of content
specialized vocabulary words, (name) will
verbalize the meaning and provide an example
for each word with ____% accuracy in           

                consecutive trials as measured by student
       work samples.

2. By (date), when given a list of content
specialized vocabulary words, (name) will
restate the meaning of each word in more
functional terms comparing or contrasting
words to daily activities to show understanding
with          % accuracy in        consecutive trials
as measured by student samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

SEVENTH GRADE - READING

READING COMPREHENSION (focus on information materials)
• 2.0 Students read and understand grade level appropriate material.  They describe and connect the essential ideas, arguments and

perspectives of text and relate text structure organization and purpose.  The quality and complexity of the materials to be read are illustrated in
the California Reading List.  In addition, by grade 8, students read one million words annually on their own (as measured by the number of
books or pages read or minutes of daily reading), including classic and contemporary literature as well as magazines, newspapers and online
materials.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

7.2.2 Locate information by using a variety of
              consumer, workplace, and public
              documents.

Literary Response and Analysis
7.3.2     Identify events that advance plot and
             determine how each event explains past or
             present action(s) or foreshadows future
             action(s).  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a
consumer/workplace text, (name) will be able to
orally summarize and connect the essential ideas
with ____% accuracy in          of         trials as
measured by student work samples.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a tape or
teacher-read passage from a state-adopted 7th

grade literature textbook, (name) will orally identify
and explain how specific events advance the plot in           
         of          trials with            % accuracy as
measured by teacher observation.

1. By (date), when given consumer/workplace text
( e.g. popular journals, newspapers ), (name)
will list and orally summarize essential ideas of
articles with ___% accuracy in         of        trials
as measured by student work samples.

2. By (date), when given consumer/workplace
texts (e.g.

       popular journals, periodicals, newspapers)
       about the same topic, (name) will  paraphrase
       and connect ideas from the articles with
       _____% accuracy in          of        trials as
       measured by student work samples.

1. By (date), when given taped or teacher-read
passage from grade level core literature
textbook, (name) will orally summarize the
passage in         of        trials with         %
accuracy as measured by teacher observation.

2. By (date), when given a taped or teacher-read
       passage from grade level core literature
       textbook, (name) will chart specific event of the
       passage and explain how they advance the plot
       in          of         trials with          % accuracy as
       measured by teacher observation.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

EIGHTH GRADE -  READING

WORD ANALYSIS, FLUENCY AND SYSTEMATIC VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT
• 1.0 Students use their knowledge of word origins and word relationships as well as historical and literary context clues to determine the

meaning of specialized vocabulary.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Vocabulary and Concept Development

8.1.1      Analyze idioms, analogies, metaphors and
              similes to infer the literal and figurative
              meanings of phrases.  (CAHSEE)

8.1.3 Use word meaning within the appropriate
              context and show ability to verify those
              meanings by definition, restatement,
              example, comparison, or contrast.
              (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a literary
sample at (name’s) independent reading level,
(name) will underline idioms, analogies, similes and
metaphors and use references to analyze them with
____% accuracy in ____of ____  trials as measured
by student work samples.

(Annual goal) By (date), when given core literature
or content area reading passages (name) will
define, restate and correctly provide examples
which show his/her understanding of specialized
vocabulary words with ____% accuracy in           of
         trials as measured by teacher-made
assessments..

1. By (date), when given a literary sample at
(name’s) independent reading level (name) will
identify and underline idioms, analogies and
use references to analyze them with ___%
accuracy in __    of ___  trials as measured by
student work samples.

2. By (date), when given a figurative sample at
(name’s) independent reading level (name) will
identify and underline metaphors and similes to
analyze them with ______% accuracy in ____
of___ trials as measured by student work
samples.

1. By (date), when given core literature/content
area reading passages (name) will define
specialized vocabulary words with ___%
accuracy in          of         trials as measured by
teacher-made assessments.

2. By (date), when given core literature/content
       area specialized vocabulary list (name) will
       correctly provide examples which show his/her
        understanding of reading passages with ___%
        accuracy in         of          trials as measured by
        teacher-made assessments.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

EIGHTH GRADE -  READING

READING COMPREHENSION (focus on informational materials)
• 2.0 Students read and understand grade level appropriate material.  They describe and connect the essential ideas, arguments and

perspectives of text and relate text structure organization and purpose.  The quality and complexity of the materials to be read are illustrated in
the California Reading List.  In addition, by grade 8, students read one million words annually on their own (as measured by the number of
books or pages read or minutes of daily reading), including classic and contemporary literature as well as magazines, newspapers and online
materials.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Structural Features of Info. Materials
8.2.1     Compare and contrast the features and
              elements of consumer materials to gain
              meaning from documents (e.g., warranties,
              contracts, product information, instruction
              manuals).   (CAHSEE)

Comprehension & Analysis of Grade Level
Appropriate Text
8.2.2 Analyze text that uses proposition and

support patterns.  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a series of
comprehension strategies (sequence events, use
graphic organizers, paraphrase, outline, webs,
dialectic journals) (name) will use strategies to gain
meaning when reading expository text at
independent reading level, with _____% accuracy in
____of _____trials as measured by work
samples/criterion/assessment.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given pre-write
strategies to clarify meaning such as note taking,
outlining, summarizing and writing a report, (name)
will choose the prewriting strategies that clarify
meaning to read with _____% accuracy in         of
        trials as measured by criterion assessment.

1. By (date), when given a series of
comprehension strategies (include list) (name)
will paraphrase ideas and sequence events
with ______% accuracy in ____of_____ trials
as measured by work samples and criterion
assessment.

2. By (date), when given a series of
comprehension strategies (include list) (name)
will use graphic organizers, webs, and a
dialectic journal to visually organize text with
______% accuracy in ____of_____ trials as
measured by work samples/criterion
assessment.

1. By (date), given examples of prewriting
       strategies (outline, note-taking, graphic
       organizers) (name) will choose one strategy
       to use for expository answers and essay
       writing with _____% accuracy in _____of
       _____ writing assignments as measured by
       criterion assessment.

2. By (date), when given weekly writing
       assignments, (name) will pre-write all writing
       assignments with ____% accuracy in        of
               writing assignments as measured
       by criterion assessment.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

READING COMPREHENSION – EIGHTH GRADE CONTINUED

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Comprehension & Analysis of Grade Level
Appropriate Text - continued
8.2.3      Find similarities, differences between texts
              in the treatment, scope, or organization of
              ideas.  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) (By (date), when given literary and
expository text samples, (name) will visually
represent (Venn diagrams, compare and contrast)
similarities and differences with ____% accuracy
in_____of______ trials as measured by work
samples/criterion assessment.

1. By (date), when given both literacy and
expository text samples, (name) will visually
represent (Venn diagrams, compare and
contrast) similarities with ____% accuracy in
___of _____trials as measured by work
samples and criterion assessment.

2. By (date), when given both literary and
expository text samples, (name) will visually
represent (Venn diagrams, compare and
contrast) differences with  ____% accuracy in
______of_____trials as measured by work
samples/criterion assessment.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

EIGHTH GRADE -  READING

LITERARY RESPONSE AND ANALYSIS
• 3.0 Students read and respond to historically or culturally significant works of literature that reflect and enhance their studies of history and

social science.  They clarify the ideas and connect them to other literary works. The selections in Recommended Readings in Literature,
Kindergarten Through Grade Eight illustrate the quality and complexity of the materials to be read by students.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Literary Criticism
8.3.7      Analyze a work of literature showing how it
              reflects the heritage, traditions, attitudes
              and beliefs of its author. (Biographical
              approach).  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal)  By (date), when given a literary
narrative or expository reading passage at (name’s)
independent reading level, (name) will analyze
literature charting the phrases that reflect the
heritage, traditions and beliefs of the author with
_____% accuracy in ____of ____trials as measured
by work samples/performance-based product
assessment.

1. By (date), when given a literary or narrative
reading passage at (name’s) independent
reading level, (name) will analyze literature
charting the phrases that reflect the heritage
and traditions of the author with ___% accuracy
in ____ of ___  trials as measured by work
samples/performance-based product
assessment.

2.    By (date), when given an expository text
        passage at (name’s) independent reading
        level, (name) will analyze the literature charting
        the phrases that reflect heritage and beliefs of
        the author with _____% accuracy in
        _____of____trials as measured by work
        samples/performance-based product
        assessment.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

NINTH GRADE – READING

WORD ANALYSIS, FLUENCY AND SYSTEMATIC VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT
• 1.0   Students apply their knowledge of word origins to determine the meaning of new words encountered in reading materials and use those

words accurately.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Vocabulary and Concept Development

 9.1.1     Identify and use the literal and figurative
              meanings of words and understand word
              derivations.  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a graded
vocabulary list from the core literature, (name) will
list and compare the figurative and literal meanings
of words and how that impacts text meaning with
__% accuracy in ____of____  trials as measured by
student work samples.

1.   By (date), when given a graded vocabulary list
       from the core literature, (name) will list and
       compare the figurative and literal meanings of
       words with____ % accuracy in ____of____
       trials as measured by student work samples..

2.    By (date), when given a graded vocabulary list
       from the core literature, (name) will compare
        the figurative and literal meanings giving an
        example of how they impact text meaning with
        _____% accuracy in ____ of ____  trials as
        measured by student work samples.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

NINTH GRADE – READING

READING COMPREHENSION
• 2.0  Students read and understand grade-level-appropriate material.  They analyze the organizational patterns, arguments, and positions

advanced.  The selections in Recommended Literature, Grades Nine through Twelve (1990) illustrate the quality and complexity of the
materials to be read by students.  In addition, by grade two, students read two million words annually on their own, including a wide variety of
classic and contemporary literature, magazines, newspapers, and online information, In grades nine and ten, students make substantial
progress toward this goal.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Comprehension and Analysis of Text

9.2.4      Synthesize the content from several
               sources or works by a single author
               dealing with a single issue; paraphrase the
               ideas and connect them to other sources
               and related topics t demonstrate
               comprehension.  (CAHSEE)

9.2.6 Demonstrate use of sophisticated learning
tools by following technical directions (e.g.,
those found with graphic calculators and
specialized software programs and in
assess guides to World Wide Web sites on
the Internet.)  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given several literary
works by a single author, on a single issue, (name)
will paraphrase the ideas and construct a visual
model to compare them to other sources and
related topics with ___% accuracy in        of          
        trials as measured by teacher-developed
assessments/rubrics.

.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a set of
technical directions, (name) will visually
demonstrate use of described equipment with
________% accuracy in         of          trials as
measured by student-developed criteria.

1. By (date), when given a single literary work by
an author, on a issue, (name) will paraphrase

        ideas with _____% accuracy in ____of___
        trials  as measured by teacher-developed
        assessments/rubrics .

2. By (date), when given several literary works by
a single author, on a single issue, (name) will

        paraphrase ideas and construct a visual model
        to compare them with ____% accuracy in      
                 of          trials measured by teacher-
        developed assessment.

1. By (date), when given a set of technical
directions, (name) will rewrite or illustrate
directions to clarify a task with _____%
accuracy in ____ of____ trials as measured by
student-developed criteria.

2. By (date), when given a set of technical
directions, (name) will follow directions visually

       demonstrating use of described equipment with
       ____% accuracy in _____of _____trials as
       measured by student-developed criteria.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

READING COMPREHENSION – NINTH GRADE CONTINUED
ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Narrative Analysis of Text
9.3.3    Analyze interactions between main and
            subordinate characters in a literary text (e.g.,
            internal and external conflicts, motivations,
            relationships, influences) and explain the
            way those interactions affect the plot.

9.3.4      Determine characters’ traits by what the
              characters say about themselves in
              narration, dialogue, dramatic monologue,
              and soliloquy.  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given grade level literary

text, (name) will analyze interactions between characters

and explain how they affect the plot by verbally

summarizing character’s motivation, relationships,

influences and conflicts with ____% accuracy in         of        

trials as measured by teacher observation.

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given grade level
appropriate text, (name) will list ____% of the main
and subordinate character’s traits by reviewing what
characters say about themselves in dialogue in
        of         trials as measured by teacher
observation.

1. By (date), when given grade level literature
passage, (name) will analyze interactions
between characters and explain how they
effect the plot by summarizing the character’s
motivation and relationships with _____%
accuracy in         of         trials as measured by
teacher observation.

2. By (date), when given grade level literature
passage, (name) will analyze interactions
between characters and explain how they
effect the plot by summarizing the character’s
motivation, relationships and conflicts
with______% accuracy in         of         trials as
measured by teacher observation.

1. By (date), when given grade level appropriate
text, (name) will list ____% of the main
characters by reviewing what characters say
about  themselves in dialogue in        of              

                 trials as measured by teacher
        observation.

2. By (date), when given grade level appropriate
text, (name) will list ___% of the subordinate
characters by reviewing what characters say
about themselves in dialogue in          of

                 trials as measured by teacher
         observation.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

READING COMPREHENSION – NINTH GRADE CONTINUED
ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Literary Criticism
9.3.12    Analyze the way in which a work of
              literature is related to the themes and
              issues of its historical period.  (Historical
              approach).  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given grade level
literary text, (name) will describe how literary
devices including figurative language, setting,
scene, designs, theme and characterization connect
to issues and themes of its historical period with
___% accuracy in         of         trials as measured
by teacher observation.

1. By (date), when given grade level core
passage, (name) will define and give
examples of the literary devices ( setting,
scene, theme) figurative language and
characterization used to connect themes of
the period with _____% accuracy in         of

                  trials as measured by teacher
         observation .

2.     By (date), when given grade level core text,
        (name) will describe how literary devices
        connect issues to its historical period with
        ____% accuracy in        of          trials as
        measured by teacher observation.



ACSA/CARS+ Goals & Objectives Project

ESSENTIAL STATE OF CALIFORNIA CONTENT STANDARDS

TENTH GRADE – READING

READING COMPREHENSION
• 2.0   Students read and understand grade-level-appropriate material.  They analyze the organizational patterns, arguments, and positions

advanced.  The selections in Recommended Literature, Grades Nine through Twelve (1990) illustrate the quality and complexity of the
materials to be read by students.  In addition, by grade two, students read two million words annually on their own, including a wide variety of
classic and contemporary literature, magazines, newspapers, and online information, In grades nine and ten, students make substantial
progress toward this goal.

ESSENTIAL STANDARD GOAL OBJECTIVE/BENCHMARK

Comprehension and Analysis
10.2.6 Demonstrate use of sophisticated learning
               tools by following technical directions (e.g.,
               those found with graphic calculators and
              specialized software programs and in
              assess guides to World Wide Web sites on
              the Internet.)  (CAHSEE)

(Annual Goal) By (date), when given a set of
technical directions, (name) will visually
demonstrate use of described equipment with
________% accuracy in         of          trials as
measured by student-developed criteria.

3. By (date), when given a set of technical
directions, (name) will rewrite or illustrate
directions to clarify a task with _____%
accuracy in ____ of____ trials as measured by
student-developed criteria.

4. By (date), when given a set of technical
directions, (name) will follow directions visually

       demonstrating use of described equipment with
       ____% accuracy in _____of _____trials as
       measured by student-developed criteria.


